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History



What country they originated in?
● The field spaniel originated in England.

When Were they discovered?

● The field spaniel was discovered in the late 18th century



What are some cool history facts?
● Field Spaniels were one of the first breeds to be shown and registered in 

America. 

● Black Field Spaniel Champion Benedict was a Champion by 1883, before 
there even was the AKC! 

● The first Field Spaniel registered in America was “Dash,” in 1879

● Larger flushing spaniels were commonly referred to as “field spaniels” or 
“springers” because of the way they would ‘spring’ or flush out the game. 



Characteristics



-Liver-Black
COLORS



Demeanor
● They are very calm and docile in the home but they can occasionally get very 

energetic and start to run around the house
● They are very energetic in the yard and love to play
● They are very good hunting dog and will sprint in the fields



Size
● Field spaniels are medium sized dogs
● Are around 35-50 pounds
● Are 17-18 inches tall while on all 4 legs
● Is between the English cocker spaniel and the springer spaniel in size.



What are field spaniel used for?
● Field spaniels were originally used as field dogs that's why they are called the 

field spaniel
● But today, field spaniels are used as hunting dogs
● They play the role of the flusher so they flush up all the bird into the air for the 

hunter to shoot.
● Field spaniels are really good at flushing pheasants, ducks, quails and even 

more



I chose this breed because I really like the breed and how they are very rare and 
are the perfect dog. Also they have an amazing personality and are great at 
hunting.

I chose this dog because they are an important breed in the AKC but not many 
people really do know about them, only 150 are born in the US each year. And I 
also chose this dog breed because I have a field spaniel and he is the best dog 
that you could ever get.



This is my favorite breed because they have such a sweet personality and 
they are so crazy at times that they make you laugh. Field spaniels are also 
my favorite dog because they are very compassionate and always know how 
to make you feel better. Furthermore they are beautiful . For instance my 
field spaniel is black and he has tints of brow in him that shine in the 
sunlight. And finally they are very friendly and will never bite your or bark 
unless you are at home and the field spaniel does not know you and is 
trying to protect its family. Field spaniels alway like to meet new dogs and 
make friends. That is why the Field spaniel is my favorite dog.



Thank you.


